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Abstract

The study aimed to determine how lecturers have adopted organizational democracy and academic freedom in Turkish state universities, as well as to find out their views on its appropriation for Turkey. A correlative descriptive survey model is used in this study. The study sample was included 418 academics working at state universities in Ankara. For this research, an ‘Organizational Democracy Scale’ and an ‘Academic Freedom Scale’ were developed and employed by the researcher, and the obtained data were analyzed using SPSS statistical software. The arithmetic mean and the standard deviation were calculated for the answers provided by the academics. Regression analysis was conducted to find out the effect of organizational democracy on academic freedom. In the qualitative phase of the study, face-to-face interviews were conducted with 20 academics. NVivo 10 software was used to analyze the content of the interviews. At the end of the study, it was found that university administrations should avoid discriminative attitudes; should account for their decisions and implementations; deans and faculty boards should be elected democratically; all stakeholders (apart from academics), including students, should take part in both elections and be involved in management processes; and finally, the election system should be more democratic.
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1. Introduction

Historically, from the time when the first university was founded, the issue of ‘how to design democratic and academic freedom at universities’ has been debated. Universities are affected by social, economic, cultural, and administrative structures; therefore, the concepts of democratic and academic freedom at universities are described according to the perception of that era. In other words, the concepts of democratic and academic freedom are described in different ways for different ages.

To debate organizational democracy, it is first necessary to describe the sub-terms of democracy and organization. Organizational democracy is described in the universities, as ‘giving the university academics equal rights in decision making’ (Olsen, 2007). The prerequisite for democratic life at universities is an electoral system, yet running democratic elections does not automatically make the university a democratic university (Olsen, 2007). Academic freedom is considered as a ‘negative right,’ which means the government or overseeing authority does not interfere with individual rights (Kepenekç i, 2000). Akerlind and Kayrooz (2003), who also consider that academic freedom is a negative right, describe it as ‘the right of academics to research, examine, explain, and debate scientific problems according to professional, ethical principles without interference from political and/or religious authorities.’ This definition emphasizes that academic freedom is far removed from any intervention.

Moreover, many researchers (MacGee & Block, 1997; Tight, 1998; Taylor, 2001) describe academic freedom as a suitable environment in which academics can properly conduct their research. For example, O’Hear (1988) describes academic freedom as academic activities within higher education institutions and the responsibility of higher education institutions to support academic activities that provide academic freedom. Academic freedom is seen as a provision of a suitable environment for academic activities, i.e., the concept is described as a positive right rather than a negative right. This study researched the views of Turkish academics on the concepts of organizational democracy and academic freedom.
As mentioned above, universities are evolving systems affected by the social, economic, and cultural structures of their periods (Wissema, 2009). Historically, universities have been affected by different parameters, and as a result, different models for managing universities have emerged as the functions of universities have changed. In the classical perception of universities, they have two roles: producing science and training professionals (Ozdem & Sarı, 2008). However, modern universities have to expand their ability to obtain new information in different ways (Emery, 1993). In today’s world, one of the aims of universities is to generate profit by transforming themselves into ‘Entrepreneurial Universities.’ Entrepreneurial universities aim to create their resources by which means they can distance themselves from economic pressures and remain autonomous. However, some universities, while creating their resources, may neglect the public interest, as they become part-managed by the companies that provide their financial support (Bok, 1993).

The concepts of ‘university and democracy’ suggest a very close functional and structural relationship. The function of universities is to research freely, and freedom appears where democratic structures exist. Universities have built democratic structures by giving rights to academics in decision-making and promotions, as well as establishing autonomous mechanisms. The functions of universities must be redefined to establish mechanisms for participation and autonomy, and the management structures and autonomy in relations should be rebuilt, not only within Turkey but worldwide. It can be seen that the functions of universities in Turkey have changed in recent times, with universities transforming from the classical model to entrepreneurial universities.

Considering understand how organizational democracy and academic freedom have developed at universities in Turkey, it is necessary to examine the managing model, processes, and income resources of universities. Higher education in Turkey has been based on Article 130 and 131 of the Turkish Constitution and Higher Education Law No. 2547. Article 130 states that universities are public entities with scientific freedom. Additionally, it is stated that universities can be founded both by the state and also by non-profit making foundations under state control and inspection. The basic structures of Turkish universities are based on the principles of the Anglo Saxon Model of Civil Law of Continental Europe and Higher Education Law No. 2547.

In-Law No. 2457, it is stated that a public entity rules all the universities and autonomous institution called the ‘The Council of Higher Education’ that organizes all higher education in Turkey and directs all activities of every university. The Council of Higher Education in Turkey (CHET) is autonomous in making decisions relating to higher educational institutions and also has the right to implement decisions without the need for approval from any political office. Law No. 2547 organizes the management of universities around three main bodies: The Rector, The Senate, and The University Administrative Board. According to Law No. 2547, the senate supports the rector in academic issues, while the university administrative board supports the rector with managerial issues. The senate and the university administrative board have no direct right to make decisions. In Turkey, the rector has the right to make decisions and implement them in the university. As can be seen here, the university structure is designed according to the ‘Bureaucratic Organization Approach’.

Article 13 of Law No. 2547 provides three steps for the election of rectors. In the first step, the names of the six candidates who achieve the highest number of votes are sent to CHET. In the second step, the Board of CHET chooses three of these six rectoral candidates, and in the final step, the President of the Republic of Turkey chooses one of these three as the rector. In universities established by foundations, there is no three-step decision; instead, a board of trustees chooses the rector directly. It should be noted that the authority of rectors is very broad and may result in a ‘one-man system.’ In addition to this, rectors are chosen by the President; it could be argued that rectors are the representatives of the state.

In-Law No. 2547, the income resources of higher educational institutions are defined as budget appropriations, private income, and revolving funds. Besides this, according to the same Law, higher educational institutions are exempt from some taxes, fees, and expenditures as recipients and users of these income sources. Therefore, as a result, they also realize some indirect income resources. In addition to this, from this Law, higher education institutions are obliged to use their incomes rationally, efficiently, and economically. According to Article 130 of the ‘Turkish Constitution, after universities prepare their budget, they submit the draft budget to CHET, which then examines and checks it. The budget is then presented to the Ministry of National Education (MoNE). Finally, the budget is implemented and controlled according to the principles of central management budgeting (İlyas, 2012).

The primary income source of higher education institutions are public funds; in other words, budgetary appropriations. In the 1980s, the proportion of budget appropriations to total income was approximately 80%. With time it has reduced, and today budget appropriations make up approximately 55-60% of income. The main reason for this move away from central budgetary funding has been the rise of revolving funds as an income
source. The level of revolving funds compared to the total budget was about 20% in the 1990s, whereas now that rate has increased to 30%. The same rate of change has also been seen in terms of private income. In the 1990s, the rate of private income was about 4%, whereas today, it is over 10% (İlyas, 2012).

In Law No. 2547, the management of higher education is both centralized and bureaucratic; therefore, universities and their related sub-units have no managerial autonomy (Dölen, 2010). Law No. 2547 gives the broad authority to interfere in both the managerial and financial issues of universities, resulting in a high level of management (Yavuz, 2012). Importantly, Law No. 2547, also provides that nobody, apart from associates, has the right to participate in managerial issues. This current study, therefore, examines how organizational democracy and academic freedom are constructed in universities that are based on Bureaucratic Organization.

1.1 Purpose of the Study

The concepts of academic freedom and organizational democracy are affected by variables such as the general attitudes of academics, their teaching methods, research and evaluation, organization of scientific branches, university managerial structure, tenure, institutional autonomy, academic structure and application, and social value judgments. In this respect, this study aims to put forward academics’ points of view on how the concepts of organizational democracy and academic freedom, are adopted and appropriated to Turkish universities. For this purpose, we tried to answer the following research questions within this study.

1. What do academics at Turkish state universities think about the perceptions and appropriation of organizational democracy and academic freedom?
2. Does the appropriation level of organizational democracy predict the appropriation level of academic freedom?
3. What are the opinions of academics regarding the barriers to organizational democracy and academic freedom? What is their suggestion about these barriers?

2. Method

Descriptive statistics used to describe the existing situation in this study, i.e., the academics’ views on organizational democracy and academic freedom and their appropriation in Turkish universities. The study conducted as a mixed model, where both qualitative and quantitative research methods were applied together.

2.1 Population and Sample

The target population of the quantitative part of the study consisted of academics working at Ankara University, Hacettepe University, and Gazi University, in the Faculty of Education, Faculty of Engineering, or Faculty of Medicine; all of which located in Ankara, the capital of Turkey. It noted that 396 academics who represent a total population of 4,144 is adequate to achieve statistical significance, with \( p = 0.05 \) (Balcı, 2001).

In the research, a stratified sampling method employed. In this respect, ‘university,’ ‘faculty,’ and ‘title’ were the variables selected as sampling criteria, and academics, therefore, have chosen from three universities, three faculties, and four professional grades, by way of random sampling. Four hundred thirty questionnaires were delivered, and 418 returned. Eight questionnaires were later removed from the evaluation as they were incomplete. In the qualitative part of the study, data collected from 20 people (five from each professional grade) by interview.

2.2 Data Collecting Tools

To collect data, the ‘Organizational Democracy and Academic Freedom’ scale was developed by the researchers. In the development phase of the scale, literature about organizational democracy and academic freedom was examined and interviews were conducted with the academics. At the end of these two procedures, a draft scale form was prepared. The draft scale was sent to 21 academics to get feedback. The scale is graded according to a 5-point Likert-type scale, ranging from ‘disagree’ to ‘completely agree’. The limit of the points and their weights were: ‘completely agree’ = 5, limits 4.20-5.00; ‘strongly agree’ = 4, limits 3.40-4.19; ‘moderately agree’ = 3, limits 2.60-3.39; ‘slightly agree’ = 2.00, limits 1.80-2.59; and ‘disagree’=1.00, limits 1.00-1.79 (Balcı, 2001).

The draft scale was sent to 101 academics for completion. The collected data was analyzed for Kaiser Meyer-Olkin (KMO) coefficient and Bartlett Sphericity test for confirmatory factor analysis. The KMO coefficient for the Organizational Democracy Scale was found to be .83, and the Bartlett Sphericity value was significant at the level of \( p < .05 \). The KMO coefficient for the Academic Freedom Scale was found to be .87, and the Bartlett Sphericity value was meaningful at the level of \( p < 0.05 \). The structural validity of the scales was accomplished with confirmatory factor analysis, and reliability analysis was performed using the Cronbach
Alpha coefficient.

To determine the subcategories of the scales, the Varimax vertical revolving method was used. Besides, eigenvalue and screen plot were employed. At the end of the analyses, it was seen that the Organizational Democracy Scale had two factors, and the Academic Freedom Scale had three factors. In the Organizational Democracy Scale, it was found that two factors explained 44.77% of the total variation, and in the Academic Freedom scale, three factors explained 58.12% of the total variation. In both the Organizational Democracy Scale and the Academic Freedom Scale, the factor weights of the whole items were greater than 0.35. In addition to this, to determine the discriminates of the items of the subcategories, the total item correlation was calculated. The validity and reliability analysis results of the Organizational Democracy Scale and the Academic Freedom Scale are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Validity and reliability: Organizational democracy and academic freedom scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Item number</th>
<th>Explained variation</th>
<th>Total item correlation</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Democracy</td>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32.83</td>
<td>.31 - .60</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>.52 - .22</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Freedom</td>
<td>Instruction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>.51 - .36</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>.62 - .13</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35.61</td>
<td>.77 - .50</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the qualitative part of the research, a semi-structured interview form was developed. To determine the questions on the form, the Organizational Democracy and Academic Freedom scale and its subcategories were taken into consideration. The form consisted of 16 open-ended questions.

In addition to this, the normal distribution of the collected data via the Organizational Democracy Scale (ODS) was analyzed with scatter diagrams and descriptive statistics. The average of the collected data was 2.97, the median of the data was 2.90, and the coefficient of skewness was .34, and the coefficient of kurtosis was .33. The mean of the collected data with Academic Freedom Scale (AFS) was 3.41, the median of the data was 3.38, and the coefficient of skewness was .06, and the coefficient of kurtosis was .61. When the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis are under 1, and the median and average are very close to each other, it means the data is normally distributed.

To examine whether the collected data verified the factorial structure based on the literature, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was used. To conduct this analysis, Lisrel 8.8. program was used. To evaluate the convenience of the model that verified with CFA requires many fix indices. In this second-order CFA analysis, the fix indices were used: Chi-Square Goodness of Fit χ², Comparative Fit Index -CFI, Normed Fit Index -NFI, Not Normed Fit Index -NNFI, Standardized Root Mean Square Residuals -SRMR and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation -RMSEA. The margin of error was .05. Confirmatory Factor Analysis was an effective analysis in the first phases of scale development (Şimşek, 2007). In the analysis results for the ODS, χ² = 2000.88 (sd=404, p>.05) and χ²/sd value was 4.95. Moreover, in the analysis results for the AFS, χ² = 1002.90 (sd=272, p>.05) and χ²/sd value was 3.68. In small samplings, if the value was less than or equal to 2.5, it means “perfect fit”; if the value was less than or equal to 5, it means “good fit” (Kline, 2005; Tabachnick, 2001). In this study, the values were 4.95 and 3.68, and according to the value and the literature, it can be said that factor structure has a good fit. When other fix indices were examined, the RMSEA value was .01 for the ODS and .04 for the AFS. To Jöreskog and Sörbom (1993), if the RMSEA value is less than .05, it means the structure has a perfect fit; if the value is between .05 and .08, it means the structure has a good fit (Jöreskog, 1993). According to this expression, the structures of the two scales have a perfect fit. It can be observed that the SRMR value is 0.079 for the ODS and 0.065 for the AFS. If SRMR value is less than .05, it means the structure has a perfect fit (Brown, 2006) and if the value is less than .10, it means the structure has a weak fit (Çokluk, Şekerçioğlu, & Büyüköztürk, 2010). In this context, the structures of both scales have a perfect fit according to SRMR value. Finally, NFI value was .92, NNFI was .93, and CFI was .93 for the ODS and respectively .96, .97 and .97 for the AFS. If NFI, NNFI, and CFI values are greater than .95, it means “perfect fit,” and between .95 and .90, it means “good fit” (Sümer, 2000). The fit indices of the model show that the values for the ODS, there was a good fit and perfect fit for the AFS.
2.3 Data Analysis

To analyze the quantitative part of the research, SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) version 17 was used. The arithmetic mean of academics’ answers to the items on the scale was calculated in order to discover the academics’ points of view on the concepts of organizational democracy and academic freedom and their perception and appropriation levels in Turkish universities. Additionally, regression analysis was performed to determine the relationship between organizational democracy and academic freedom.

In the qualitative part of the study, the NVivo 10 program was used, and text content analysis performed. The interviews with the academics were transcribed and, according to the sub-questions of the study, examined and logical categories were determined. The coding was applied as free codes. After that, according to their aspects, each was categorized, and for their themes, tree node coding was used. From the transcripts, 105 codes were identified. In order to check the conformity of the codes and themes, the researchers requested two experts to study the transcripts and themes separately. The exercise resulted in an agreement for 100 of the 105 codes.

The reliability of the qualitative research was calculated based on the formula of Miles and Huberman (1994): Compromise Percentage = (Agreement codes/Agreement Codes + Disagreement Codes) x 100. By using this formula, the reliability rate was found to be 95%. In addition to this, quotations have been frequently added in support of the findings.

3. Results

3.1 Organizational Democracy and Academic Freedom

In Table 2, the arithmetic means of the answers given by academics on the Organizational Democracy and Academic Freedom scale and its respective subcategories are shown based on the academics’ opinions on the concepts of organizational democracy and academic freedom, and their perception and appropriation levels at Turkish universities.

Table 2. Arithmetic mean: The views of Turkish academics on the concepts of organizational democracy and academic freedom, their perception and appropriation levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategories of Organizational Democracy</th>
<th>Perception Level (X̅)</th>
<th>Appropriation Level in Turkey (X̅)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcategories of Academic Freedom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional Freedom</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Freedom</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Freedom</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Table 2, academics fully perceived the organizational democracy subcategory of participation (X̅=4.23), with moderate level appropriation (X̅=2.96), and the autonomy subcategory perception level was also moderate (X̅=3.36), with slight appropriation in Turkey (X̅=2.28). Academics completely perceived the academic freedom subcategory of instructional freedom (X̅=4.38), and higher perceived the other subcategories of research freedom (X̅=4.06) and publication freedom (X̅=4.11). Besides, they found the whole category of academic freedom appropriation in Turkey to a moderate level (X̅_{instruction}=3.20; X̅_{research}=2.91; X̅_{publication}=2.95).

3.2 Results Related to the Regression of Organizational Democracy on Academic Freedom

The results related to regression of appropriation for the subcategories of organizational democracy (participation and autonomy) on the appropriation of the subcategories of academic freedom (instructional, research, and publication freedom) are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Regression analysis: Relationship between appropriations of organizational democracy on appropriation of academic freedom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>Dual r</th>
<th>Partial r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>.223</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( R = .51 \)

\( R^2 = .26 \)

\( F_{(2,407)} = 72.05 \)

\( p = .00 \)

Dependent variable: Instructional Freedom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>Dual r</th>
<th>Partial r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( R = .46 \)

\( R^2 = .21 \)

\( F_{(2,407)} = 56.11 \)

\( p = .00 \)

Dependent variable: Research Freedom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>Dual r</th>
<th>Partial r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>.218</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( R = .56 \)

\( R^2 = .31 \)

\( F_{(2,407)} = 93.11 \)

\( p = .000 \)

Dependent variable: Publication Freedom

As seen in Table 3, there was a statistically significant relationship at a low level between participant and autonomy, and instructional freedom \( [R_{(\text{instruction})} = .51, F_{(2,407)} = 72.05, p<.05] \). These findings indicated that participation and autonomy dimensions could explain about 26% of instructional freedom \( (R^2 = .26) \).

There was a significant relationship at a low level between participant and autonomy dimensions, and research freedom \( [R_{(\text{research})} = .46, F_{(2,407)} = 56.11, p<.05] \). This finding showed that participation and autonomy dimensions could explain about 21% of research freedom \( (R^2 = .216) \).

There was a meaningful relationship at a moderate level between participant and autonomy dimensions, and publication freedom \( [R_{(\text{publication})} = .46, F_{(2,407)} = 56.11, p<.05] \). This finding proved that participation and autonomy dimensions could explain about 31% of publication freedom \( (R^2 = .314) \).

3.3 Result and Interpretations Related to the Obstacles in Organizational Democracy and Academic Freedom and What Should be done

The questions – “What are the obstacles in organizational democracy and academic freedom?” and “What should be done to put into practice organizational democracy and academic freedom?”—were put to the academics.

The categories and frequencies of these categories generated from academics’ answers about the obstacles in organizational democracy are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Obstacles in organizational democracy for academics](http://hes.ccsenet.org)
The academic’s views on the central bureaucratic structure, lack of democratic culture in social structure, and the electoral system at universities:

“...democracy is not an appropriate term when talking about the election of those who manage the universities. In the election of rectors, firstly CHET, then the President is involved and is therefore not a democratic process. The process of election of rectors is incompatible with the spirit of democracy. Of course, managers have to be elected, but these elections need to be compatible with the spirit of democracy. The right of election was not only given to associate/professors but also to teaching assistants, lecturers, and other experts. Giving the right of the election just to associates was incompatible with organizational democracy...” AGE2.

The categories and frequencies of these categories generated from the teaching assistants’ answers about the applicability of organizational democracy are shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Organizational democracy: What should happen (according to academics)](image)

A teaching assistant expressed his/her thoughts about what should be done about the applicability of organizational democracy.

“...Elections at universities have divided academics. During the election period, we feel unnecessarily detached. New criteria were determined for all processes, from the process of project preparation to the appointment of academics. We became democratic in terms of tackling issues like ‘I did not get the position, in spite of being here five years’ or ‘the position went to someone they wanted’ or ‘five academics passed the associate professorship exam, but look who got the position’. If there was a system that would support the success of all academics, instead of just those academics considered very close to managers, we would better resemble a true democracy. The system should be based on competence, accountability, and clear application...” YDK3.

The categories and frequencies of these categories generated from academics’ answers about the obstacles to academic freedom are portrayed in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Obstacles to academic freedom for academics](image)
Academics gave their opinion about obstacles to academic freedom, as shown below.

“...The most important problem we have is the hierarchy of the academic world and the result of this hierarchy, the inspection mechanism. Academic freedom cannot exist alongside these mechanisms. However, the structure of universities was based on a hierarchic structure and our workplace was subsequently based on this hierarchic structure. In a hierarchic structure, if you have a higher rank or title, you can oppress your lower-ranking colleagues, or if you have higher managerial status, you can oppress others without managerial status. By using rank, title and managerial position, these actions become legal. In an academic world, these oppressions should not exist. If the academic world resisted ‘oppression through the hierarchy,’ there would not be these problems. When academic society integrates with hierarchic structure and normalizes this structure, you cannot have academic freedom. You can easily see this hierarchic structure in action in the determination of themes for theses, the defense of theses, the publication period, academic appointments, given positions…” PK2.

The categories and frequencies of these categories generated from academics answers about the applicability of academic freedom are shown in Figure 4.

![Diagram of academic freedom: What should be done (according to academics)](image)

The academics gave their opinion about the applicability of academic freedom as:

“...To have academic freedom at universities, managers should put in place certain, clear and achievable targets; support academic research and publication; create an open environment; open communication channels; identify clear criteria about appointments and assignments; encourage cooperation between academics. The culture and the climate of universities are suitable for these…” DE1.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to put forward academics’ views on how the concepts of organizational democracy and academic freedom were perceived and appropriated in Turkish universities. The research showed that academics believe that they should be selected for faculty councils and positions via democratic election. This finding showed that the electoral system is considered one of the most important methods of participation at universities. In this study, it was also concluded that democratic processes at universities require not only elections but also that academics’ opinions on applications and decision making to be taken into account. On this subject, Ortaş (2010) stated that ‘elections are not just about gaining a vote. The first rule of democracy is ‘equality’ and ‘rights.’ Democracy does not mean just a simple election (majority rule). The vital thing is that following election interested parties are allowed to take part in decision making’.

This paper showed that organizational democracy was closely related to participation in management processes, democratic organizational climate, freedom (expression freedom and electoral freedom), and academics’ right of organization, equality, qualification, and the concept of ethics. Based on these findings, it appears that academics thought that organizational democracy was mainly about participation in management processes. Participation is one of the most important processes in social life and is a vital concept in democratization. Yazıcı (2012) suggested that in organizations based on information, workers should participate in the decision-making process. Besides, Özdemir and Cemaloğlu (2000) said that in educational institutions, where participative management
was applied, job satisfaction and other positive attitudes were observed.

In this study, academics found that OECD criteria such as faculties’ creating funds through loans, independent spending of resources according to their aims, autonomous decision-making about permanent and contracted personnel, selection of personnel according to their merits, promotion of personnel according to their merits, decision making about salaries, and autonomy over dismissal of academics were poorly implemented and rarely deemed appropriate in Turkey. The main reason for academics finding criteria for autonomy was rarely applicable in Turkey was Law No. 2547. Under this law, state universities can determine their academic lesson plans only with the approval of CHET. The assignment of academic personnel is according to posts approved by the government, and universities have no authority to dismiss academics who do not reach the expected level of performance. Furthermore, state universities determine only the number of post-graduate students, not the number of undergraduate students.

This study found that Turkish academics perceived two categories of autonomy, managerial, and financial autonomy. They described managerial autonomy as accountability, universities making their own decisions, independence from political pressures, managing structure designed based on ethical principles, and remaining independent during elections. This finding was in line with the findings of Öztürk’s (2004) thesis in which the description of Turkish Universities’ Autonomy within the categories of Financial, Academic, and Managerial at State and Foundation universities was that “at universities, the more the institutional authority is distributed among the organs of the structure and the more the components of the universities participated in decision-making processes, the higher the level of managerial autonomy” (Öztürk, 2004).

In this study, it was seen that two different opinions exist among academics about financial autonomy. One was that universities were public institutions, and therefore, although they received financial resources from the government, universities had to be considered free to use such resources as appropriate. The other opinion was that universities would become more autonomous if they created their resources. In these two differing points of view, there was a common term, accountability.

The opinions of academics on financial autonomy was in agreement with the findings of the study by Kayrozz, Kinnear, and Preston (2001), titled ‘The Application and Perception of Academics Working in the Field of Social Science At Australian Universities About Academic Freedom and Commercialization.’ In that paper, it was concluded that academics had to change their research topic in order to secure financial support. One of the indicators of financial autonomy was the ability of universities to create their budget and their authority and responsibility for financial resources. The application of financial autonomy was very closely related to the development level and economic structure of society in which universities reside and the institutional culture of the country. Universities’ authority over, and responsibility for, their resources were the supportive element of financial autonomy, especially in countries with a market economy, yet it could harm scientific freedom and could detrimentally affect the real function of universities in developing and undeveloped countries where social state politics were applied (Öztürk, 2006). From this point of view, it could be said that public resources finance universities. Besides this, they need opportunities to create their resources.

Aronowitz (1981) explained that with academic freedom came both responsibilities and difficulties. The main elements of academic freedom being learning and teaching freedoms. He underlined that academic freedom was not only applicable to certain individuals and groups but served to the benefit of all parties. For him, academic freedom posed specific responsibilities and difficulties, because unlimited freedom could create unregulated and idle freedom (i.e., anarchy). It might also cause a conundrum for the supporters of academic freedom. Here, the meanings of academic freedom and accountability could be understood as scientific studies performed by scientists using scientific criterion, instead of being oppressed by non-university (external) institutions. Scientific studies should never be oppressed by other institutions or by external processes (Aronowitz, 1981).

In the current study, it was concluded that academics in Turkey categorized academic freedom as instructional freedom, research freedom, and publication freedom. Academics also described instructional freedom, such as the ability to make their own decisions regarding the entire content of lessons, the instructional methods employed, and the assessment and evaluation criterion; and having academic freedom in the framework of ethical principles and participation of students in educational processes during their lessons. This finding was supported by the words of O’Brien (2000): ‘the aims of a university cannot be met without giving respect to academic freedom. Scientists have to be free while teaching, scientists have to be free while researching, and scientists have to be free while publishing their studies. In this respect, Korkut (2001) expressed that, in the USA, even new assistants were accepted as ‘experts in their field’ and that they were able to give their lessons freely.

In the current study, academics in Turkey described instructional freedom at an institutional level as evaluating...
their performance in lectures and the standardization of the content of lectures. However, some academics expressed concern that standardized lectures could create monotype students and information (Yazıcı, 2012).

Dölen (2010) expressed that the Second World War produced rapid scientific improvement. On the one hand, scientific information was used the war effort, so it was mostly ‘top secret’, whereas, on the other hand, scientists were led towards the studying of certain projects.

After the Second World War, the Cold War institutionalized confidentiality. These days, especially when studying the physical sciences, institutionalized confidentiality is a requirement for vital infrastructural investments. For this reason, those who finance research have started to determine the topics of studies, and as a result, the term ‘industry-led science’ has appeared. Both to provide confidentiality and to employ the skills of scientists piecemeal, the new method – puzzle method – was developed. For this method, huge projects or studies are divided into small pieces by the project manager and each small piece presented to researchers, with the financial support offered to those who study as requested. After that, the disparate small pieces would come together and become synthesized. In other words, the real picture was constructed, even where individual researchers were unaware of the wider picture. (Dölen, 2010, p. 117, researcher translation)

In this respect, it is vital in terms of academic freedom that financial institutions that support university research are prevented by law from interfering in the research process itself.

In the results of the current study, the main obstacles to organizational democracy identified were Central Bureaucratic Structure (Hierarchic Structure), lack of democratic culture in social structure, the electoral system at universities, legal obstacles (Law No. 2547), political pressure, arbitrary attitudes and applications, poor quality of managers, no professional management, poor instruction, and processes for academic appointment and promotion. These findings overlap with those of Özdemir, Yüksel, and Cemaloğlu (2003). In their study, it was found that academics felt they were only moderately involved in creating a compatible vision for faculties, encouraging personnel in using new teaching methods, and open and understandable communication among faculty management. Whereas, applications such as determining objective evaluation criterion, deciding managerial policies and strategies with the participation of academics were rare.

The literature supported the finding that academic freedom is sometimes limited by the society that would or should hinder this freedom. According to Çelik and Gür (2012), if academics believed that threats only came from outside universities, it would be a form of short-sightedness. If the academic community rebelled and spoke out during the speech of someone bound by an ideology, and if they then became silent during the speech of someone else bound to another ideology, it would be a kind of threat to academic freedom. The problem here was, in reality, a democratic problem, and academic freedom just came with democracy (Çelik & Gür, 2012). In democratic structures, it is impossible to place intellectualism into molds. Academic freedom cannot live under the authority of sovereign ideology. The unique basis of intellectual life is criticism and criticism is the style of intellectual life (Grantham, 1999).
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